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DETERRENCE AND INVESTIGATION

The compact security solution protects retailers from  
burglary and allows for the investigation of incidents.  
eneo Safe & Easy is reliable, flexible and easy to operate 
even for non-professional users. The live images and  
recordings from the selling and working spaces can easily 
be viewed on a smartphone or tablet – the solution does 
not require a professional monitor. The app’s intuitive  
navigation ensures a convenient user experience.

AFFORDABLE BURGLARY PROTECTION FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
eneo Safe & Easy is the flexible, all-round carefree video security solution especially designed 
for the requirements and budgets of small businesses. High-resolution video images, 
along with an easy-to-use, app-based user-interface, provide shop owners with 
the full overview of their selling and working spaces. Anytime and anywhere. 
And they considerably reduce the risk of burglary and shoplifting at 
low acquisition and overall operating costs.
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SIMPLY SAFE

The eneo Safe & Easy IP video cameras deliver first-class quality images 
(4 megapixels) and come with an array of expedient features. With 
their compact design they are particularly recommendable for the use 
in limited spaces. Video analysis functions such as area monitoring and 
motion detection enable automatic alarm notifications via email to the 
user’s smartphone or a tablet.

SCALABLE SOLUTION

The video is recorded on a four or eight-channel network video recor-
der, which saves the video data at full refresh rate with a resolution  
of 4 megapixels per channel. The recorders are equipped ex-works 
with 2TB or 4TB internal memory. If necessary, the system can easily  
be expanded with additional cameras and an even larger recording  
solution. As with all eneo Safe & Easy products, all required compo-
nents can be obtained from VIDEOR.

PLAY IT SAFE: INTEGRATED GDPR FUNCTIONS

The integrated GDPR functions of the eneo Safe & Easy network  
recorders support users in complying with the European General  
Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR). These include inter alia an  
automatic password cycle and freely definable storage times for  
each channel. As soon as the purpose of the video storage is fulfilled, 
the data is automatically deleted at a specific date determined by  
the user.

4 megapixel 
image resolution



The spreadsheet data of this catalogue complies with the technical state of June 2020, and may be subject to change.

Safe&Easy-Set-04BF | Art.-Nr. 227479
1 x NVR IER-28R040205A (2TB HDD)
4 x Bullet Camera IEB-54F0028M

Safe&Easy-Set-08BF | Art.-Nr. 227481
1 x NVR IER-28R080405A (4TB HDD)
8 x Bullet Camera IEB-54F0028M

Price advantage sets  
for standard solutions:
The eneo Safe & Easy sets comprise a complete solution with one single  
order number. And what’s more: they come with a discount of 5 percent  
from the individual price.

Cameras and recorders: 
Create customised solutions for your clients with the individual eneo Safe & Easy units.

Safe&Easy-Set-04DF | Art.-Nr. 227478
1 x NVR IER-28R040205A (2TB HDD)
4 x Fixed Dome IED-54F0028M0A

Safe&Easy-Set-08DF | Art.-Nr. 227480
1 x NVR IER-28R080405A (4TB HDD)
8 x Fixed Dome IED-54F0028M0A

IEB-64M2812M0A | Art.-Nr. 218032
1/3“ Network Camera, Day&Night, 2592x1520, 
H.265, Infrared, 2.8-12mm, PoE, IP66

IEB-54F0028M0A | Art.-Nr. 225714
1/3“ Network Camera, Day&Night, 2592x1520, 
H.265, Infrared, 2.8mm, PoE, IP66

IED-64M2812MBA | Art.-Nr. 218033
1/3“ Network Dome, Day&Night, 2592x1520, 
H.265, Infrared, 2.8-12mm, PoE, IP66 

IED-54F0028MBA | Art.-Nr.: 225713 
1/3“ Netzwerk-Dome, Tag/Nacht, 2592x1520,  
H.265, Infrarot, 2,8-12mm, PoE, IP66 

IER-28R040205A | Art.-Nr. 227034
Network Video Recorder, 4x IP, H.265,  
32Mbps, HDMI/VGA 4x PoE, 2TB HDD

IER-28R080405A  | Art.-Nr. 227035
Network Video Recorder, 8x IP, H.265,  
64Mbps, HDMI/VGA 8x PoE, 4TB HDD

eneo is a trademark of  
VIDEOR E. Hartig GmbH
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 8
D-63322 Rödermark
Germany
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